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AccelOps Named a Top 50 Leader in IT Operations Analytics
ITOA honors analytics-driven IT Operations Management leader for innovation in security and
analytics
SANTA CLARA, Calif. – Jan. 16, 2014– AccelOps, the analytics-driven IT operations
management leader, has been designated as a top 50 leading vendor in IT Operations Analytics
(ITOA) in the recently released ITOA50 list. Announced by The ITOA Landscape, the ITOA50
recognizes vendors who have demonstrated leadership in developing ITOA solutions based on
impact, innovation and industry recognition for their solutions.
AccelOps’ virtual appliance offers the industry's first software to monitor security (SIEM),
performance and availability of IT infrastructure and applications from a common cloudgeneration platform. AccelOps detects complex IT patterns in high-volume events and data to
automatically make sense of complexity - in real-time. The system gets smarter as new patterns
are learned, enabling it to automatically handle new scenarios.
AccelOps automatically discovers, analyzes and automates IT issues across an organization’s
data center and cloud resources, spanning servers, storage, networks, security, applications and
users. AccelOps’ world-class automated discovery of all devices throughout a company’s
infrastructure immediately alerts businesses when any changes or updates impact the network.
“We are honored to join the innovators who comprise the ITOA50,” said Flint Brenton,
AccelOps president and CEO. “AccelOps’ unique analytics engine goes a step further to use
cross-correlation to deliver real-time alerts when deviations occur. Our easy-to-configure and
effective security solutions are being utilized across all major industry verticals.”
About AccelOps
AccelOps provides analytics-driven IT Operations Management for cloud and virtualized
infrastructures. The virtual appliance software manages security, network performance and
compliance, all on a single screen. AccelOps automatically discovers, analyzes and automates IT
issues in machine and big data across organizations’ data centers and cloud resources, spanning
servers, storage, networks, security, applications and users. AccelOps’ patented analytics engine
with cross-correlation sends real-time alerts when deviations occur that indicate a security or

performance-impacting event. The AccelOps platform scales seamlessly and provides unmatched
delivery of proactive security and operational intelligence, allowing organizations to be more
responsive and competitive as they expand their IT capabilities. For details, visit
www.accelops.com.
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